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The TPK bee project
In April, three beehives were set up on the TPK
premises. With spring-like temperatures and
the friendly support of the Bienenzüchterverein
Karlsruhe e.V. (BZV-KA), the TPK bee project can
now get off to a flying start.

Innovation prize of the state of
Baden-Württemberg
The Baden-Württemberg Ministry of
Economics, Labor and Tourism is again
announcing the competition for the renowned
Dr. Rudolf Eberle Prize (innovation prize) this
year. Outstanding achievements by medium-
sized companies in the development or
application of new technologies are honored.

What else...  
Announcement of first aid 
courses
This year's first aid courses will take place over 
three days in October.
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The TPK bee project

There have been three bee colonies on the Technology Park site since April. The
project could finally officially start after weeks of planning. The
Bienenzüchterverein Karlsruhe e.V. (BZV-KA) will oversee the project throughout
and take care of the animals at regular intervals with interested parties who have
already registered in advance. All the activities of a "hobby beekeeper", such as
swarm control, offshoot formation, Varroa treatment, etc. will be taken into
action.

Innovation prize of the state of Baden-Württemberg

The tender by the Baden-Württemberg Ministry of Economics, Labor and Tourism
is aimed at medium-sized companies whose special innovative achievements are
to be awarded the innovation prize, the Dr. Rudolf Eberle Prize. All small and
medium-sized companies from industry, trade and technological services from
Baden-Württemberg with a maximum of 500 employees and an annual turnover
of up to 100 million euros can take part. Interested companies can submit their
applications until May 31, 2023. You can find the registration link and further
information on the Baden-Württemberg Innovation Award at:
https://bewerbung.innovationspreis-bw.de

Announcement of first aid courses

The first aid courses will take place in October this year. The first aid training with
defibrillator training will take place on Thursday, October 19, 2023; the basic
courses with defibrillator training on Monday, October 30, 2023 and Tuesday,
October 31, 2023. All three dates start at 8:30 a.m. and end at 5:00 p.m. Please
register by Friday, September 15, 2023 at the latest by email tpk@techpark.de.

Do you also have interesting reports and news about your company in the
Technology Park Karlsruhe? Then please send them to us by email in German and
English. If you would like to subscribe to the newsletter or no longer wish to receive
it in the future, please let us know via tpk@techpark.de.
Editor: Inge Fuchs

The aim of the project should be to experience
nature up close and personal, to make a
meaningful contribution to environmental
protection and to promote the pollination of
flowers and grasses.
Keeping bee colonies means taking responsibility
for animals. This involves investing in care and
time in order to obtain a satisfactory result and to
meet the demand for an intact environment.
Ultimately, the honey produced here is distributed
to the companies involved in the project, the TPK
and the PTKA, and can be given away as a popular
giveaway, for example.
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